The equilibrium electrical conductivity of epitaxial SrTiO 3 (STO) thin films was investigated as a function of temperature, 950
Increasingly, transition-metal oxides are coming under consideration for the key components in conventional and novel electronic devices [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The perovskite oxidesSrTiO 3 (STO) and BaTiO 3 (BTO), for example-have been suggested for use, in the form of thin films, as the high-k dielectric in standard semiconductor technology [6] , as the tunnel barrier in multiferroic tunnel junctions [7] , and as the active layer in memristive elements [8] .
Understanding and controlling charge-carrier densities in these oxide thin films is critical to their successful application. For example, the use of STO [9] or the related ferroelectric oxide BTO [10] as the tunnel barrier in multiferroic tunnel junctions requires current transport to occur by charge-carrier injection from the electrodes: charge carriers originating from the tunnel barrier itself are undesired. Such parasitic charge carriers, evidenced by the high leakage currents observed for ultrathin STO [11] and BTO [12, 13] films, have often been suspected to be caused by a high density of ionic defects, predominantly oxygen vacancies, induced during thin-film growth [14] . In general, charge-carrier densities in thin films appear to differ significantly from those in single crystals.
In this Rapid Communication we investigate the hightemperature, equilibrium conductivity of epitaxial STO thin films as a function of temperature T and oxygen partial pressure pO 2 . Since the measurements refer to thermodynamic equilibrium between the sample and the surrounding gas phase, excess oxygen vacancies produced during growth are absent from the sample, although they are of course readily generated or annihilated through equilibration with the ambient atmosphere; and they are formed to compensate acceptorlike impurities (self-compensation). In any case, the measured conductivity is dictated by equilibrium thermodynamic processes. We find that the experimentally measured conductivity varies strongly with film thickness. We then discuss whether the point-defect thermodynamics are altered at the nanoscale (a finite-size effect), or whether * desouza@pc.rwth-aachen.de space-charge layers become increasingly important at the nanoscale (an interface-proximity effect). Both explanations have been applied, albeit qualitatively, to nanoscale STO and BTO systems [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Here we demonstrate that an interface-proximity effect explains quantitatively the observed behavior, and we draw attention to the consequences.
Heteroepitaxial STO thin films were grown on (001) (La 0.3 Sr 0.7 )(Al 0.65 Ta 0.35 )O 3 (LSAT) substrates by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) from a single-crystal target of nominally undoped STO. PLD conditions were optimized to ensure growth of stoichiometric STO [20] [21] [22] . STO thin films were deposited with layer thicknesses of (a) d = 3.9 nm [10 unit cells (10 uc), a STO = 0.39 nm] and (b) d = 160 nm. Further details of sample deposition and characterization are given as Supplemental Material [23] . Four Pt contacts were sputtered onto a sample for the in situ, four-point, dc conductance measurements. These were performed with an in-house system based on an yttria-stabilized zirconia oxygen pump [15] . After a change in oxygen partial pressure or temperature, the conductance Y of the sample was monitored until no further change was observed: In this way we can be confident that thermodynamic equilibrium was established between the sample and the surrounding atmosphere, and hence that the measured conductance is the high-temperature equilibrium conductance (HTEC).
We chose LSAT as a substrate for two reasons. First, the small, temperature-independent lattice mismatch between STO and LSAT allows growth of high-quality, epitaxial STO thin films, with a small compressive strain of (a LSAT − a STO )/a STO ≈ −0.9%. Second, the HTEC of LSAT is low, even at elevated temperatures [24] . Nevertheless, comparing the measured HTEC of the 10-uc-thick STO layer on LSAT with that of a bare (reference) LSAT substrate (see Fig.  S4 [23]), we find that only under highly reducing conditions, pO 2 < 10 −14 bar, can the conductance be unambiguously assigned to the 10 uc STO thin film; at higher oxygen partial pressures the LSAT substrate dominates. The analysis and discussion of experimental data is confined, therefore, to the HTEC of thin-film STO under highly reducing conditions. In Fig. 1 we plot for two selected temperatures the effective conductivity of the two investigated film thicknesses (10 uc and 160 nm), and for comparison, the conductivity measured for an undoped single-crystal STO sample (sxtal). Note, for the chosen measurement geometry, σ eff = Y/d, see Fig. S4 (a) [23] . Starting with single-crystal STO, we find that the data agree exceptionally well with literature data [15, [25] [26] [27] [28] , not only in terms of the absolute magnitude but also in terms of the activation enthalpy of the conductivity, H sxtal σ = (2.7 ± 0.1) eV, and the dependence on oxygen partial pressure, σ sxtal eff ∝ (pO 2 ) −1/4 . Moving on to the 160-nm-thick STO film, we find that the effective conductivity is ca. one order of magnitude higher than that of the single crystal, and that this enhancement is accompanied by a strong decrease in activation enthalpy, H 160 nm σ = (1.5 ± 0.1) eV, and by a substantial weakening of the the pO 2 dependence, σ 160 nm eff ∝ (pO 2 ) −1/5.5 . For the third system, the 10 uc film, the changes are amplified: The conductivity is increased further, being two to three orders of magnitude higher than the bulk conductivity; the activation enthalpy is decreased further, H 10 uc σ = (1.3 ± 0.1) eV; and the pO 2 dependence is weakened further, σ 10 uc eff ∝ (pO 2 ) −1/6 . Thus on traversing the samples from single crystal, via 160 nm thin film, to 10 uc thin film, we find a monotonic increase in conductivity, a monotonic decrease in activation enthalpy, and a monotonic weakening of the pO 2 dependence.
The characteristic exponent of −1/4 obtained for the single crystal in this pO 2 range, σ sxtal eff ∝ (pO 2 ) −1/4 , indicates importantly that (i) the conductivity is n-type, the electrons being generated by the reduction of STO according to (with oxygen vacancies being fully ionized, V ·· O , at the conditions of the HTEC measurements [26] )
and (ii) that the nominally undoped STO single crystal is in fact weakly acceptor doped (from unintentionally included impurities) [15, 26, 29] . Given that the n-type electronic conductivity can be expressed as the product of the electrons' concentration, charge, and mobility (σ n = neμ n ), the enhancements observed for the nanoscale films could be due to modification of the electron concentration n or of the electron mobility μ n , or a combination of both. At the high temperatures of our HTEC measurements, phonon scattering governs the mobility [25, 26, [30] [31] [32] , and this is unlikely to differ significantly between single crystals and thin films. The observed enhancement in σ eff evidently arises, therefore, from an increase in n.
The obvious explanation for this increase is that the point-defect thermodynamics of STO are size dependent. To be specific, H red , the enthalpy of the reduction reaction [Eq. (1)], is required to decrease with decreasing film thickness. Such a decrease in H red would explain the enhancement of σ eff , the decrease in H σ , and the weakening of the pO 2 dependence (Fig. 1) . Though simple, this explanation is unsatisfactory for two reasons. First, although there are many examples of solids exhibiting size-dependent thermodynamic properties [33] , they all refer to cases in which a significant proportion of the constituent atomic species is situated close to an interface, i.e., the characteristic extent of the system is a few nanometers. Thus, the 10 uc film is expected to behave differently to the bulk single crystal (and does), but the 160 nm film should display bulklike behavior (and does not). Indeed, the conductivity of the 160 nm film is closer in behavior to that of the 10 uc film than to that of the bulk single crystal. Second, in appealing to this explanation one implicitly assumes local charge neutrality, but this is not necessarily the case. In the vicinity of an interface, local charge neutrality is often violated: A space-charge layer is present, in which the concentrations of mobile charge carriers are drastically modified from their bulk values. Below we show that electron accumulation in a surface space-charge layer-an interface-proximity effect-can explain quantitatively, within a single model, the behavior of both film thicknesses.
In our model, nonuniform charge-carrier distributions across the films are governed by the behavior of the oxygen vacancies. Specifically, an equilibrium surface space-charge layer is formed as a result of fully ionized oxygen vacancies having a lower Gibbs energy of formation at the surface than in the bulk, g {V
} is the Gibbs energy for the trapping of oxygen vacancies at the surface. (The surface is defined here as the uppermost, half unit-cell layer; its extent is thus w s = a STO /2.) By redistributing oxygen vacancies to the surface from the bulk phase, electrostatically charging the surface and the adjacent bulk phase in the process, the system can lower its Gibbs energy from the initially homogeneous, locally neutral state: In this sense a surface can be considered as "half a grain boundary" [34] [35] [36] . The electrical potential φ(x) associated with this charging causes electron accumulation in the surface space-charge zone (see Fig. 2 ), and it is this region of excess electrons that is responsible for the enhanced conductivity of the thin films. In a band diagram [ Fig. 2(c) downwards in the near-surface region, so that the Fermi energy E F approaches the CB edge. Note, as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), the positively charged vacancies at the surface are compensated in the adjacent bulk phase primarily by the now uncompensated acceptor-dopant cations and partly by the accumulated electrons; the latter contribute more to the compensating charge as the conditions become more reducing.
The measured conductance in the plane of the thin film is the sum of the bulk conductance Y b and the excess conductance from the space-charge layer Y sc (i.e., the shaded area in Fig. 2  multiplied by μ n e) ; the effective conductivity follows as
In order to obtain n(x) and hence Y sc , we solved three coupled equations in an iterative, self-consistent procedure for each pO 2 , T , and d: (1) In an equilibrium space-charge zone, the electrochemical potentials of all mobile charge carriers are constant throughout the system. Assuming the standard form for the electrochemical potential of the point-defect building unit [34, 37] in the bulk phase ( b ) and at the surface ( s ), one can write for each of the three mobile species (electrons, electron holes, and oxygen vacancies)
to link the thermodynamic driving energies g {def} to the space-charge potential 0 . c def , N def , and z def are the concentration, density of available sites, and charge number of the charge carrier "def." For electrons and holes, N def is the effective density of states at the conduction-band and valenceband edges, respectively. g {def} for electrons and holes are the conduction-band and valence-band offsets between surface and bulk phases. In order to obtain σ eff , one has to specify point-defect concentrations in the bulk, c b def (T ,pO 2 ), resulting from A ≈ 10 18 cm −3 (see Fig. S5 [23] ); the electron mobility μ n (T ) [26] ; and the dielectric permittivity, which only depends on temperature not electric field in the studied temperature range, r (T ) [38] . Furthermore, we assumed for the surface: N s def to be equal to N b def ; and g {def} to be zero for electrons and electron holes. The sole driving energy is thus g {V ·· O } = −1.4 eV (a value determined experimentally [29] ). The entire computational procedure was implemented in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc.).
In Fig. 3 we compare the calculated values of σ eff with the experimental results. Three aspects need to be emphasized: Not only is the increase in σ eff with decreasing film thickness reproduced, but also the weakening of the pO 2 dependence [σ ∝ (pO 2 and thus a decrease in n b . If real, this would be a secondary interface-proximity effect.
(Incidentally, cation intermixing across the STO|LSAT interface appears to be insignificant. As a primary effect, it is unable to account for the enhanced conductivity of either film thickness as a function of T and pO 2 . As a secondary effect it cannot explain why the measured σ Fig. 2(d) ]. Differences have been previously predicted for d < λ * [39] , but the behavior predicted here-an initial, modest enhancement, and thereafter, a plateau as the flat-band case is attained-is far more complex than literature considerations [39, 40] because in our case, 0 is not assumed to be constant but may vary with d, as a consequence of specifying the thermodynamic driving energies g {def} .
Also plotted in Fig. 4 are experimental data extracted from this study and from an earlier study on thicker films [15] . These data agree well with the theoretical predictions. The plot also emphasizes that the 160 nm film corresponds to d > λ * , with φ(160 nm) = 0 [cf. Fig. 2(c) ], whereas the 10 uc film corresponds to the flat-band case, with Fig. 2(d) ]. On going to higher oxygen partial pressures, the entire graph shifts to lower n eff . Nevertheless, for ultrathin films we predict that, even after annealing at pO 2 = 1 bar, such samples will display n-type conductivity, with n eff ≈ 10 14 cm −3 . Furthermore, upon quenching to room temperature, n eff will not depart from the high-temperature values considerably. Thus ultrathin-film STO will always display an enhanced concentration of electrons relative to single-crystal STO: It is unavoidable because electron accumulation in the surface space-charge layer is an equilibrium phenomenon. Only through judicious choice of electrodes, thereby modifying g {def} , may the effects be alleviated. Lastly we note that our results apply to acceptor-doped and nominally undoped (=acceptor-doped by impurities) systems. Donor-doped thin films are characterized by surface depletion of electrons [41, 42] instead of accumulation, possibly due to oxidation of the surface [43] .
In summary we conclude that an equilibrium space-charge layer at the STO surface accounts for the films' enhanced n-type conductivity σ n , lowered activation enthalpy H σ , and weaker pO 2 dependence. The primary effect is thus an interface-proximity effect, although additional complexities are generated by secondary finite-size (and possibly interface-proximity) effects. The inhomogeneous, equilibrium distribution of oxygen vacancies (and other charge carriers) across a thin film is expected to be characteristic of perovskite oxides, in particular, and other oxides, in general.
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